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INTRODUCTION

This methodological material is the result of the work
on the Module ‘Eco-education‘ within the framework
of the NordPlus project funded by The Nordic Council of Ministers, NordPlus Horizontal and The Riga City
Council.
The project ‘Vision of Effective Future School‘ is a
very timely and challenging topic in the context of the
needs of the 21st century education.
The global issues and changes that now exist in the
modern world demand directing the priorities of the
school development towards those that prepare students to be selfregulated, skillful and competent citizens of modern society.
The handbook contains knowledge and ideas created
by the joint Project of Danish, Latvian and Lithuanian
teachers, school leaders, methodologists and authorities of the local City Councils in order to contribute to
the improvement of the modern school systems in the
Baltic and Nordic countries.
The key purpose is to reassess the notion of an effective school nowadays, to reconsider specific areas for
improvement of education systems and to seek ways
to promote students’ active citizenship and social cohesion. It is also our goal to tackle more effectively the
challenges facing school systems in these countries.

The Aim and Target Reader of the
Handbook
The aim of the handbook ’Eco-education‘ is to summarize all the important findings of the project and offer
guidelines for the teachers interested in new methods
related to the concept of ’Eco-education’ and for their
use in the classroom.
The handbook is also meant for education policy-makers, school headmasters, methodologists, education
advisers and teacher trainers.
The participants of all three countries worked on gathering, sharing, and analysing information, in addition
to exchanging a good policy practice. The methodological material ’Eco-education’ is the second handbook published.
Each country’s delegation is responsible for summarizing the final findings of one Module. The duty of the
Danish team was to summarize the lessons learned
while working on the Module ’Eco-education‘.
The next two handbooks will cover the following
themes:
’The Quality of Teaching and ’Leadership in a Democratic School’.
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’Hands on’ is a code word in Eco-education!

Valuable mutual inspiration

from a historical, cultural, political, educational as well
as from a local, national and international perspective.

We know that cooperation matters!
We also know that cross-disciplinary cooperation can
be both challenging and extremely rewarding.
With this project focusing on eco-education we have,
indeed, both experienced, learned and acknowledged
the immense value of international cross-disciplinary
cooperation.
We are, therefore, very thankful for the initiative that
made this project come true. We extend our appreciation to Riga Education and Informative Methodological
Centre, Riga City Council and NordPlus. Due to multiple inspirations across the borders of our Nordic-Baltic
countries, we have learned about the mutual interdependencies of action and learning as well as of contemplating and planning globalization-oriented ecoeducation.

In accordance with the prior module on ‘learning to
learn’ and with regard to the ambitious framework of
developing an ‘effective future school’ we have in solving the task combined our educational values with a
variety of methods.

Being there, doing it and talking about it
The main focus is on outdoor, informal/unusual environments, (role)playing, action learning and storytelling. The ambition is to get wiser about how to teach
in order to ‘consolidate long-term memory’ by adapting the clear recommendation by Andreas Lieberoth,
Ph.D.fellow, who in his article ‘The science of memory
– and how it should affect design of games for outside
education’ states that,

”One simple advice for those who want to

Eco-education in Latvia

adapt the understanding of memory formats

Firstly, we were greatly inspired by the plans, work and
results presented to us in Latvia, especially the ecoschools visited in Riga and Amata which showed us a
path to start trodding down.

A wide range of  cross-disciplinary ecoactivities
Secondly, the planning of the eco-education module in
Denmark caused many reflections for the Danish delegation from Sødalskolen while compiling knowledge on the
topic. In very close cooperation with Aarhus municipality eco-education adviser Anne Dissing Rasmussen, from
the Department of Children And Youth, the programme
presented in this handbook was finally established.
The shared aim was to combine green thinking and
education on all levels. This green thinking is examined

into teaching is this: Design for both being
there, doing it and talking about it.”
So this is what we have done! And we dare to conclude
that a code word in eco-education is ‘Hands on’ in order for teachers and students in circular dialogue to
reach their own results and conclusions. We wish our
readers the same experience – be they professionals in
education or policy makers.
Anne Dissing Rasmussen, Eco-education adviser,
Aarhus Municipality
Susanne Berg, principal, Sødalskolen, Aarhus Municipality
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Platform of learning values at Sødalskolen

Storytelling involves reflection
Inspiration regarding values in our chosen learning approach stems from learning theories that employ storytelling in education. According to Hermansen (2006),
”stories open up for possibilities whereas good advice
does the contrary” (p. 51).
This knowledge is of a great value to all teachers as it
implies why and how lessons should be planned in order to enable transgression and voicing of doubts. According to Hermansen (p. 55-56) the result will reflect
as follows when the above approach is employed:
”.. listening to doubts can keep us from repeating some
of the mistakes we have made throughout the years
by making decisions solely on the basis of the teacher’s
expert advice. The stories of both teachers and students
must be examined together and at length, and must
crystallize into a sturdy and well-tried solution that contains a story in which the student can proudly see him
or herself.’

tral points. This provides the participants with the possibility of taking stock of the adjustments of their own
activities by telling their story. And that is exactly what
systemic angles are suitable for.
Thus, the key point for the teacher (and the student) is
to reflect upon him or herself as a player.”
Appreciative inquiry makes ’the good’ evident and clear
Hermansen (2006 p. 56) continues:
”Another way to work from a similar angle is ’appreciative inquriy’. This is founded on the idea that we get
energy and pleasure by focusing on the good – on the
cases in which we succeed (Barrett 1995, Cooperrider
2000).
The stories must meet with appreciation, which means
that the listener must show that he/she has heard the
story and can ’take it’ without criticism and rejection.
Subsequently, the listener can try to challenge the story
by asking concerned and interested questions.

If one were to point out a number of techniques and
possibilities for staging storytelling as a basis for professional teaching, it would be natural to point at systemic
communication theory in practice (Watzlawik 1980).

By isolating what is good and workable instead of what
is not, the things we should uphold or should do more
often becomes clearer to us. This is what a good dialogue in exchange with others can help us to isolate.

The ultimate demand in systemic thinking is that you
must express yourself hypothetically and circurlarly, and
thus formulate your suppositions in the form of a question. This puts a stop to diagnoses and know-all attitudes.

A few rounds with colleagues where you relate the best
experience ’since the last time’ is a way to keep and
remain connected with what is valuable. One might
say that we, in many ways, live in a ’problem culture’,
where it is almost more legitimate to talk about what
is difficult than to talk about what makes one proud
and happy, etc. We almost feel naked when telling colleagues what we did well or are good at.”

If you aim at questioning and examining culture, you
participate, in fact, in processes where feed back (evaluation), feed forward (prediction), and reflection are cen-
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Conclusion and recommendation: Let’s
get mobile!
Having been greatly inspired by Hermansen’s research
about re-learning (2005) and education, a conclusion
and recommendation become evident when combined
with Lieberoth’s analysis of the importance of an untraditional and informal ’setting’/context in education in
order to solidify knowledge.
Hermansen (2006 p. 42) concludes:
” It is my hope that I have demonstrated storytelling as
a basis for teaching and learning, because it
• opens onto possibilities and fellow thinking
• makes the student aware of owning what he/she has
done, since it is the story that is the basis of the work
• is better able to contend with problems because the
student’s story is the basis for reflection and the starting point of learning.”

As teachers we actually already know that the unusual context in education provides valuable ’episodic’ memory: Whenever we meet former pupils
they tell us what they remember from their school
days and the ’hits’ have so far always been participation in drama-playing, excursions and camps!
These memories are distinct and ‘episodic’ and that
is what matters in learning!

References
Hermansen, M. (2005) Relearning. CBS Press & DPU
Press. Copenhagen.
Hermansen, M., Bruner J., Feldman C.F., Molin J. (2006)
Narrative, Learning and Culture. New Social Science
Monographs. Copenhagen.
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The science of memory - and how it should affect design
of games for outside education
Andreas Lieberoth
Ph.D. fellow
Aarhus University
Business and Social Sciences
Department of Psychology and Behavioural Sciences
+
Centre of Functionally Integrative Neuroscience (CFIN)
Author mail: Andreas@psy.au.dk
Follow my blog at lieberoth.wordpress.com
Games are great for learning. They inspire, engage and most
importantly of all, they are different from other activities at
school. We remember good experiences in unusual settings,
and may mentally time-travel back to them again and again.
With mobile phones as platforms for games and drama in
education, great memories can now be shaped on the go.
And of course we need memory to learn.
Modern psychology is ripe with information about how we
remember and forget the world around us, but for historical
reasons, all this useful knowledge rarely reaches teachers or
designers of educational games.
In my work at the University of Aarhus, I have had the opportunity to follow the mobile urban drama The Chosen for over a
year. It was designed to teach Danish 7th-9th-graders science
in the Hills of Hasle outdoor area. Kids are outfitted with mobile phones and are then guided through the area by a scary
audio-play about a terrible threat to nature and spooky events
in the hills, presented bit by bit in their headphones. Along the
way, the phone instructs them to examine particular biotopes
(specific places), and record their findings on paper and video.
Students generally find the experience interesting, engaging
and a little scary, and many of them are able to use the memory of the unique game-experience later to recall curriculum
information they might otherwise have forgotten. I call this the
’autobiographical anchoring’ of knowledge.

Here is your opportunity to learn a little about how different
kinds of memory work together to achieve this and why I
think memorable game-experiences like The Chosen are a
great way to do eco-education.

Brain science and learning
Brain-scanners have allowed us to learn a lot about cognitive
functions in the past 25 years. Before, doctors could only
observe what goes wrong when a particular part of the brain
isn’t working correctly. Now we can see healthy brains in
action. We can, for instance, moment by moment, see the
differences between a brain retrieving (semantic) knowledge
from a book and one recreating (episodic) experiences from
a trip to the woods.
But this isn’t well known outside of the neuroscience labs,
and ‘neuromyths’ abound. For instance, some think that learning can be pinpointed to a specific area in the brain, and
exercised using useless ‘mind gym‘ software. In fact, memories are usually spread in bits and pieces across the cortex.
They also change a little over time, as nerve cells continually
adapt by gaining and losing connection with each other. Sometimes memories even appear to move between different
bits of the brain. And, of course, different types of memory
may benefit learners in their different ways.
In educational neuroscience, we try to put all this knowledge
to use. While it is hard to apply techniques like scanner-experiments directly to outside learning, we can suggest new
knowledge that teachers and mobile game designers might
find useful – a good example is the different formats that
memory is ‘saved’ in, and the life of a memory from inception
to recall. This is exactly why I am taking this opportunity to
share this with you.
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Memories are kept in different ’formats’
As I mentioned above, the brain actually acts very differently
when you recall a trip to the woods or when you recall something you read in a book - or how to tie your shoes.
Let’s try a little experiment to illustrate this.

of such minute skills, and are often dependent on being in a
particular situation (what we sometimes call ‘situated knowledge‘). If you were looking at your phone, you might be able
to complete the task in an instant. This is what we call a kind
of ‘non-declarative’ (or simply ‘unconscious’) knowledge.
Procedural memories cover all kinds of knowledge about
how to do things, and in what order. We learn how to solve
a math-problem through situations like instruction, repetition, and trial-and-error, and eventually get a series of actions
straight, but we may not be able to explain the theory behind
it, or recall where we first learned how to do it.

Remember your birth date.
1. Now remember your last birthday.
2. The experiences were quite different, right?
Scientists call these two kinds of knowledge ’semantic’
(facts you know) and ‘episodic’ (experiences you have had).
Together they comprise much of the conscious knowledge
people have about themselves – in total called our ‘autobiographical memory’. This is usually what people mean when
they talk about memories, but there is at least one more format. So let’s do another experiment:
Tell me how to add a new contact to your mobile phone.
This should take some thought. We are not always conscious

Research using brain-scanners and other laboratory tests
now suggest that these three memory-formats (episodic,
semantic and procedural) are stored in functionally separate networks of the brain. But we are still learning more
about that. The brain areas involved change a lot depending on the perceptual modality used to store the memory,
its personal relevance, and whether we recall the memory
freely or get help, in addition to many other features of the
experiment.

memory

declarative

episodic

non-declarative

semantic

procedural
skills/habits

perceptual
qualia

classical
conditioning

autobiographical
knowledge

Figure 1: The “tree” of memory formats – adapted from Squire.
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nonassoociative

Students get several opportunities to
learn – and to forget!
After our discussion on memory formats, it is vital to mention that memory is a process – not a warehouse. It is something that happens over time, and every time a memory
is recalled, it is likely to be saved a little differently than
before. Also, memories are not faithful replicas like a photograph – they are re-constructed from bits and pieces each
time they are used.
In fact, many now believe that once a memory has survived
its infant stage, it is never lost. Forgetting just means having
difficulties getting at the information. For instance, school
days that are very much alike tend to dissolve into a blur, so
we can only remember the ’script‘ for ‘school days in general‘, but would have a hard time remembering a particular
day – unless it was made distinctive in some way, say, by playing a game like The Chosen.

impression in mind for a few minutes. Experiments show that
we can keep 5 plus/minus 2 bits of information in mind. Do
not ‘overload‘ your students’ working memory, or they will
miss a portion of the information you give them.
Short-term memory is debated, but most scientists agree
that memories go through a fragile period before they are
committed to long-term memory. The length of this period
is uncertain, but it seems that memory traces (or access to
them) may at some point be transferred from temporary storage in a structure called the hippocampus, to permanent
resting places across the brain.

Roughly, we can talk about new memories passing through 3
phases: working memory, short-term memory and long-term
memory.

Memories seem to stand a better chance of long-term storage, if they survive what psychologists call ‘consolidation’
- the process of weeding out unimportant stuff, and strengthening useful information. Giving students the chance to
re-experience learned material can support consolidation
and add depth to their learning. Shared reminiscing about
a unique episodic experience is a great way of doing this,
and helps to focus on the details the students find important
– including things that they may not all be aware of having
learned in the first place.

Working memory is an ‘in the moment‘ mental workspace
that allows us to keep stuff like a telephone number or visual

I also believe that active reminding may serve two often
neglected purposes: 1.) It helps information to get stored in
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more than one memory format (e.g. semantic + episodic),
and 2.) It creates better routes of access, so the memory
(once stored) can help us recall whole chains of information
related to the experience.
Also, it is widely accepted that reflection helps transferring
the things we learn, to other contexts where they are going
to be useful – for instance moving science-tricks from the
game to the classroom, and from there to a future job. In
a game like The Chosen, active transfer of this kind is extra
important, after all, everything in the experience may just be

Sensory
information

attention

Short-term
storage

working
memory

interpreted as part of the fictional story. Before participating,
teachers are therefore encouraged to prepare students from
home, so they know what they are expected to learn, how
to examine and describe nature, and become familiar with
terms like ’biotope‘. When the class resumes in the classroom, they re-use their field-notes and watch the videos. This
‘1-2-1 model’ (before-during-after) is a good tool for all outside learning. Only by ensuring consolidation, making nondeclarative knowledge visible, and bridging the gap between
episodic, procedural and semantic memory traces, can the
learning become a useful whole.

consolidation

Long-term
memory

rehearsal

re-consolidation

recall

Figure 2: Simple memory process model.
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Memory in school

Let’s get mobile!

Games may be a great way to facilitate participation and
create memorable experiences, but there is no guarantee
that a good outside game creates good outside education.
In fact, an old neuroscience rule holds that ’neurons that
fire together, wire together‘. In other words, for the brain to
change, the same knowledge should be used early and often,
and preferably in many different contexts.

There is much more to the science of memory than this quick
story. In fact, I may have garbled it to a point where other
psychologists have trouble recognizing it as good, falsifiable
science. I have simply tried to convey to you, why I think we
should consider the value of unique experiences and different
techniques for solidifying knowledge when we take students
outside – for instance to play a mobile game like The Chosen.
Mobile technologies in eco-education offer a great opportunity to entrench learning in the practical real-life context where
it is supposed to be, without doing away with the crucial elements of guidance, feedback and motivation. With games as
guides, students can be there while doing it. It is up to you,
the teachers, to talk about it, and rekindle episodic memories
with your students for days, weeks and months.

In schools, we tend to focus on semantic and procedural memory. This is precisely what we test. We want learners to remember facts and be able to do certain things without error.
Episodic memory, however, rarely enters into the equation,
regardless of the fact that it too may also be very important.
An outside learning-game like The Chosen may for instance
create autobiographical awareness of having learned ‘something about investigating nature..’ on a particular day.
From this realization, a learner (or a group of learners together) can ’mentally time-travel‘ back to the experience, and
possibly extract a lot of semantic and procedural information
that would otherwise have been too deeply buried in memory. In my own theory of memory and learning, I call such
memorable experiences ‘autobiographical anchors’.
So even though episodic memories may not seem immediately useful during tests, they can be a crucial part of recalling half-forgotten information and applying it to the right
context.
Of course, some curricula fit better with some memory-formats than others. Physical education can, for instance, be very
hard to put into words. Here, the body needs to do the work,
but simple talking can be enough to add a semantic layer to
procedural knowledge. Teachers do this all the time, but they
may not be aware that they are actually translating information between different parts of the learner’s brain!
One simple advice for those who want to adapt the understanding of memory formats into teaching is this: Design for
both being there, doing it and talking about it.

For further reading:
Berntsen, D. 2009. Involuntary autobiographical memories. An introduction to the unbidden past. Cambridge
University Press.
Lieberoth, A. & F. A. Hansen (2011). Can Autobiographical Memories Create Better Learning? The Case of a Scary
Game, Proceedings from 5th annual conference on game based learning. Athens Greece (available online).
Schacter, D. (2002). The seven sins of memory. Boston.
Houghton Mifflin Company.
Squire, L. R. (1995) Biological foundations of accuracy
and inaccuracy in memory in D. L. Schacter (ed.) Memory
distortion ? how minds, brains and societies reconstruct the
past, Cambridge & London: Harvard University Press: 197-225
Tulving, E. (1972). Episodic and semantic memory. In E.
Tulving and W. Donaldson (Eds.), Organization of Memory.
New York: Academic Press. pp. 381-402.
or follow Andreas Lieberoth’s blog at lieberoth.wordpress.com

There are no quick-fixes – you get the amount of learning that
you are willing to invest in stimulating.
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Political aims for
sustainability
Eco certification: ”The green hand print”
”Bring environmental consciousness up –
bring the environmental impact down”
The model for Eco-certification in Children and Youth is
inspired by ISO 14001 certification. Because we are an
educational institution, we have amplified the behavioural
dimension and described it in different contexts: vocational education, habits and traditions and inter-disciplinary
activities.
When a school has made a local environmental plan/
blueprint, they have proven that they are working systematically with their environmental effort – they receive the
eco-certificate ”The green hand print”.

The Green Handprint symbolises the mutual agreement – the hand shake to work
for a common cause.

Vision for Aarhus Municipality:
CO2 neutrality in 2030
Environmental management is to
be implemented in all Municipality
departments before 2015, including
schools and day-care centers.
All schools are now eco-certified.
Behavioural and technical solutions in
synergy
To fullfil our sustainability goals in
Aarhus Municipality, we are cooperating between the behavioural and
technical dimensions.

Key words:
Hands on
Informal learning environments
Learning styles

An audience of
children and young
people is illustrated
in the green
handprint.

Experiments in teaching

Link:
2012-2

www.aarhuskommune.dk/miljoeledelse

013
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This diagram illustrates environmental management. Read from the left you see a certain consumption, for example water consumption. Initiation of a technical or educational effort and
you gain reduced consumption. Everybody is happy as this also means reduced costs. Now the
challenge is to maintain the low level of consumption. This can be done by organizing a board
to keep focus on environmental efforts and set new goals. This organization is the difference
between a campaign and management.
All schools have automatic data recording of their heating, electricity and water consumption.
This data is immediately available at a webportal; Technical staff can use it to arrange alarms on
their cell phone, while teachers and pupils can use it in the math education.

Consumption

One example of the possible synergy between the technical and educational dimension is, when
the consumption is compared before and after a pupil has initiated a campaign to save water.

Low energy bulbs
IGU (low energy windows)

Technically

Ventilation control
Turn out the lights campaign

Educationally

Visible cleaning
Use local consumption data in teaching

time

Campaign
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Management

Anne Dissing Rasmussen
Adviser eco-education,
Children and Youth department,
Aarhus Municipality

eco education and
informal learning
environments

Informal learning environments

ULF in Aarhus

Learning styles and modern learning
environments are at an important
focus in Aarhus.

ULF is the abbreviation for
”teaching and learning
courses”.

The Children and Youth department
have created af Web Portal for
informal learning environments – of
which many were visited during the
Eco-education week in May 2011.

ULF in Aarhus is a webpage for teachers that
helps to navigate the
many different informal
learning environments
in Aarhus.
The courses fall into several categories. Some of the
examples are as follows:
Movies, music, theatre and dance: Pupils can visit and
participate in workshops at the children’s theatre, the
music school and the international World Music Center.
Sports activities: Pupils can visit the gymnastics and
trampoline center, the motor function hall or go skating.
Cultural history: Pupils are invited to attend educational courses in the Old Town, the Historic Iron Workshop, the Women’s Museum, Moesgaard Prehistoric
Museum or The Viking Museum.
Arts, architecture and design: Pupils can have guided
tours and participate in educational courses at ARoS
Art Museum, The Visual Media School and Aarhus Art
Building.
Outdoor activities: Bring binoculars to the (overlook
or viewing) tower, meet a park ranger, go to school
camps or meet the environmental advisors, known as
”Green Guides.”
Science: Get hands on experience sorting waste at
Lisbjerg Incineration Plant, learn with LEGO robots, visit
the Natural History Museum or discover the outdoor
storytelling course using cell phones at Hasle Bakker.
Inter-disciplinary courses: Visit the Children’s Culture
House, find a guide for school transportation, read
about the Nordic teacher exchange and much more…
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Link:
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Hanne Rasmussen
Leader of visits, AffaldVarme Aarhus
www. affaldvarme.dk
M: hanra@aarhus.dk

AffaldVarme Aarhus (Waste and Heating Aarhus)
Facts about ’Waste and Heating
Aarhus’
AffaldVarme Aarhus (Waste and Heating Aarhus)
is a part of the Department of technology and
environmental issues in the municipality of Aarhus.
We invite schools, citizens and foreigners to visit
us for further knowledge about waste sorting, resource conservation, waste incineration as well as
district heating in Aarhus. We have around 4,000
visitors per year.
Web-site: www.affaldvarme.dk

Waste Handling
Waste handling (alternative sorting and incineration) and district heating in Aarhus
• 24 persons met at the incineration plant and
received an introduction to waste handling and
district heating in Aarhus.

• in our school room we worked with questions
such as:
o Waste in your bin: recognizing the waste that
is hazardous or should be recycled rather
than simply thrown away
o Metals: recognizing different metals, what
they are used for and why it is important to
recycle them.
o On our energy bike hard work was converted
to hot water
• The trip to the incineration plant showed how
waste can be sorted so that it burns efficiently
and is transformed to electricity and district
heating.
• Our visitors were inspired to educate pupils on
waste handling in their home countries – knowing full well, that recycling is only efficient
when there are handling facilities available to
take the waste after sorting.

Principle Schemes of Waste Incineration and Flue Gas Cleaning Plant Århus New Line
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Økolariet – a knowledge- and discovery-centre in Vejle

Concept of education:

Concept of interpretation:

• To develop and strengthen young people’s interest in natural science and technical topics.
• Innovative thinking as a basic element in our education (the students are active, problem-solving).
• The starting point is always thematic and holistic, and the exposition reaches across traditional
subject thinking. It shows connections and mutual
influence.
• The main emphasis is human responsibility in society and nature.
• We are inspired by the theory of multiple intelligences by Howard Gardner, and we want to challenge the child’s competences broadly.

• Theme-exhibitions
• Scenographically built exhibitions
• Live animals, fish and bees
• Interactive electronic media
• Use of senses
• Experiences and challenges
• Communication in many different levels
• ”Learning through play”
• Family-friendly – broad target
group
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Anne Vibeke Kragelund
Coordinator and teacher
www.okolariet.dk
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Finn Lillethorup
Projectleader and coordinator
www.okolariet.dk
M: okolariet@vejle.dk

Courses in Økolariet – two examples

Waste and recycling

Earth and climate changes

• 0.- 3 . grade – here in Økolariet
• 0. - 3rd. Ggrade – at the recycling station

Lessons offered from 4th. - 10th. grade

rd

Knowledge about resources and sustainability
focusing on what you can do yourself.
• 4th - 6th. grade – here in Økolariet
• 4th - 6th. grade – at the recycling station
Knowledge about resources and different materials – with a special focus on electronics.

• Interaction between introductions,
practical exercises and searching for
knowledge in the exhibitions
• Physical and chemical experiments
which explain certain mechanisms
• Background knowledge within geography, biology, physics and chemistry
• Discovering connections and social
considerations
• Focus: Understanding and qualifications in order to take action

Facts about Økolariet:
A Danish knowledge and discovery centre built to inspire sustainable development.
A place where visitors are presented with adventures and information on nature, environment, energy, health, consumption, innovation and sustainability.
A place where the citizens of Vejle can get information on the future plans for the municipality – and where the visitors also have opportunity to voice their opinions.
Mail: okolariet@vejle.dk
Link: www.okolariet.dk
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Mogens Steen Petersen
Deputy principal, Lisbjergskolen
www.lisbjergskolen.skoleintra.dk
M: mope@aarhus.dk

New school in Lisbjerg
The school is the first building in a new urban community which upon completion will have 10-15,000 inhabitants. The school is planned as a school and community-center in the same building, including both school
facilities, leisure time facilities, a kindergarten, a recreation-center, church culture facilities, and a local history and
health center. This will ensure that it remains an integrated institution with an integrational mission - open to all
ages, social and cultural groups, and activities.

Educational and organizational principals
Adventure-based experiental learning.
Duty
Compulsory

Facts
Lisbjergskolen is a public school in Aarhus
municipality, Denmark, with 321 pupils
and 71 employees. The school’s motto is:
“We’re building the ship as we sail along”.

Seperation
Home
Reincorporation

The unknown
Encounter
Problem-solving
Risk-managing

Return

Our points of focus are: teaching in age integrated groups, co-working between teachers and pedagogues, and starting school
not by date but by level of readiness.

Desire
Self-determinated

The illustration above shows how the school sees both the organizational and the educational task. Its organization follows here:

Children organization

Home groups:
12 children
Stable group
Age-integrated school-start
groups
Class division on the lower
secondary, and secondary level

Ability grouping:
In language and mathematics (tests)
Different grouping criterias in other subjects
Age is a recessive grouping-criteria

Adult organization

Teachers are generalists:
Guides, mentors, adults,
Child rearers
Level teams

Teachers are specialists:
Organized in three knowledge dimensions
Science, culture and communication,
art/aesthetics
Knowledge teams.

Physical organization

Home-areas for each level
Educational areas and leisure
time facilities integrated

Three knowledge areas with special subject rooms
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Thomas Langelund Batting
Head of Department, UNO Friluftscenter
www.aarhus.dk/uno
M: thba@aarhus.dk

UNO Outdoor Education Centre
UNO Outdoor Education Centre is a
part of the Department of Children and
Youth in Aarhus Municipality.
During the “Eco-education Module” in Aarhus and the visit to
UNO, the delegates participated in different team activities. The
members worked together in teams, trying to take advantage
of the diversity of perspectives and background knowledges
from the different members. The delegates also took part in
what could have been a typical class session from a school in
Aarhus, focusing on the following:
• Adventure, challenges and new input
• Positive experiences and reflection
• Experiential learning, constructive interference and
physical activity
• Cooperation – to meet themselves and their friends
in new and different surroundings.
After each activity the group made both an individual and
shared debriefing. It was important that the debriefing be very
appreciative, only pointing out what has been positive and of
value for the team.
The aim is that the children (or in this case the delegates), by
taking part in these activities, will experience not only one, but
several of the following:
• Personal leadership – who am I?
• Group leadership – “being a good captain”
• Inclusion – to spot one’s own and others’ strengths,
abilities and capabilities
• Motivation of physical activities and life-long exercise
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The centre supports science
education, eco-education,
cross-disciplinary outdoor education and alternative learning
environments. The centre also
provides equipment and activities (including both theoretical
and technical skills) and helps
with the planning and logistics
regarding these activities.
The centre also offers courses
and outdoor tours and activities in the field. There is a big
focus on social relations and
personal growth in all of the
activities, which are all based
on an appreciative approach.

UNO: www.aarhus.dk/uno
NatSam: www.aarhus.dk/
natursamarbejdet

Birte Buhl-Hansen
Green Guide and Environment adviser
M: bbuha@aarhus.dk

Nature and Environment Education
Nature visit centre: “Eagle’s Nest”
We visited Eagle’s Nest to learn how to make our own
dinner out of the wild nature.

Forest pesto recipe:
20 spoons of fresh edible
forest plants: stinging nettle
and ramsons
200 grams almonds
2 dl olive oil
Salt and pepper to taste.

We prepared a green forest pesto out of stinging nettle and ramsons
to use on bread or pasta.

Chop all of the ingredients
and mix carefully.
Use for bread and pasta.

Key words:
Knowledge
Inspiration to act
We collected seaweed and tasted it directly from the seawater.
Seaweed is useful in breads and soups and contains a variety of
minerals, which are very healthy.
The municipality of Aarhus
maintains different nature
parks, preserves and areas like
Eagle’s Nest.

Here we are in front of the main building at Eagle’s Nest with the sea
in the background. We cooked mussels over the bonfire, and after the
excellent meal, we sang songs from our countries around the bonfire!
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At these locations, school
classes, kindergartens and the
public can borrow and use
available public facilities in order to gain valuable experience
learning about nature and the
environment.

Carsten Møller
Teacher, LEGO Education Centre
Sødalskolen Aarhus Municipality
www.soedalskolen.dk
M: carsten.moeller@skolekom.dk

LEGO EDUCATION CENTre - SØDALSKOLEN
Sustainable energy
Task: Explore how the energy from your body, the sun, the
wind or water may contribute to producing electricity.

Solar-powered cars and windmills
The LEGO energy set contains a number of items/parts which
enable the pupils to achieve practical experience with topics such
as the supply, transportation, accumulation, reconfiguration, and
usage of energy.

Engagement and inspiration is
what LEGO Education Centre
(LEC) is all about.
The platform of LEC consists of:
Mechanics
Energy

These tasks engage the pupils in technical design, engineering
and construction by relating to real needs.

Teaching classes from 1st through
9th grades.
The materials change depending
on the age group being taught.

Pupils from Sødalskolen are
participating in First Lego League,
in which LEGO robots are programmed to solve challenges in
connection with the storage and
transportation of food items.

Sødalskolen is a public school in Aarhus municipality,

Robotics

We are dealing with central principles in everyday
technology as well as
sustainable energy that
is ’captured’ everywhere.
The main aim of the robots is to open the pupils’
minds for integrating IT.
It is all about:
Mechanics, problem solving, creativity and cooperation.

Denmark, with 260 pupils and 65 employees.
The school’s motto in 2011-12 is ”Sødalskolen goes green”.
Other points of focus are international cooperation as well as
English which is taught from the kindergarten class onwards.
Values: Community and Professionalism.

Key words:
Construct
Contemplate

M: sda@mbu.aarhus.dk
W: www.soedalskolen.dk

Continue
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Carsten Drasbæk
Leader, Natursamarbejdet
www.natursamarbejdet.dk
M: cadra@aarhus.dk

Nature Cooperation (in Danish: Natursamarbejdet)
An Organic Farming Visitor Centre with fields, crop gardens and a low-energy building

Hands on farming

tants are unfamiliar with the Danish tradition of outdoor living
and outdoor education.

When children visit Nature Cooperation we often hear them
yell: “Ah, it stinks!” or “Watch out for shit!”. This illustrates
the very important experiences the children meet here – compared to other more traditional educational environments. At
the Farming Visitor Center children receive the opportunity to
get hands on real organic farm life experience on a small scale.
This is a very good learning environment for language acquisition and for stimulating science curiosity.

A green oasis next to concrete buildings  
Nature Cooperation offers crop gardens for children, from as
early as 1 year old (but mostly 3-6 years old) to get an opportunity to participate in animal caring, horse riding, egg hatching,
honey production and sheep shearing.
Nature Cooperation is located next to a highly multinational
subdivision of Aarhus with concrete housing. Many inhabi-

Low-energy building
In 2009 the new main building was inaugurated. It was built
with great influence of the manager of Nature Cooperation,
who is very dedicated to sustainability practices. This was the
first public low-energy building in Aarhus. Building materials
are organic (wood, silica paint, flax insulation) and the heating
is geothermal, combined with a mass stove. Rainwater is collected and used for watering the crop gardens.

The Eco-education visit
When the Eco-education delegation visited Nature Cooperation everyone was assigned questions about the sustainable
low-energy house and the educational work. The answers
were found by going along the guided tour.

Fact box about  Nature Cooperation Centre
Nature Cooperation has 6000 visitors each year, mainly of preschool age. Nature Cooperation is a shared
use facility and is owned by its members. Most visitors come from kindergartens and schools that are
members. Approximately 30 members pay 8000 Danish kroner a year to join in the shared use. This
amount contributes to the economic framework of running the place. Besides this income, the staff
salary is being paid from the Children and Youth department in Aarhus Municipality.
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great Inspiration from latvian eco-schools
IN RIGA AND AMATA
Riga Ziepniekkalns Primary School director
Astrida Račkovska and head teachers gave a
warm welcome and were a great inspiration
while presenting their eco-school to the steering
group. They created an interesting conversation
about environmental education and the acquisition of Eco-school status. February 2011.

The school library was filled with eco-books
and appeared very ’green.’

Deputy director Haralds Puriņš introduced the
guests to the students’ environmental project
papers and told about green activities, participation in exhibitions and competitions. In
Riga Ziepniekkalns Primary School’s curriculum, environmental themes are included in all
subjects.
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The pupils gleefully danced and entertained
the steering group.

A green and mental ’oasis’ spreads a calm and
peaceful atmosphere in Riga Ziepniekkalns
Primary School. Director Astrida Račkovska
explained to the guests the thoughts behind
turning the former swimming pool into a
wonderful greenhouse.

In Amata Primary School the steering
group was warmly greeted by school
director Aleksandra Freivalde and Amata
District Council Chairman Elita Eglīte in
addition to the teachers.
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School director Aleksandra Freivalde told
aobut having a yearly eco-focus. The themes
are such as waste, energy, water, transport,
healthy lifestyle, school environment and surroundings and the forest.

Pupils are sorting waste according to
what they have just been taught by teacher Sanita Berzina. The interesting lesson
demonstrated a wonderful implementation of learning styles, and the pupils were
active, engaged and involved. Amata,
February 2011.

The Amata District Council Chairman has succeeded in keeping all small schools in the
region, because she believes that younger
pupils should receive education where they
live. Since the school has joined the Ecoprogramme, the country-people have actively
been involved in the school’s life and in a
show of support has provided and equipped
this green outside classroom: Ekoklase.
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Conny Bredahl, Teacher:
To meet our colleagues from
the Latvia and Lithuania, to
learn new ideas and to share
experimental ways of learning
in alternative surroundings has
all been very valuable.

Benjamin Sibbesen, Social
worker:
I have gained new
knowledge and new
ideas for my work. This
project has given me insight into the challenges
we are facing in common and internationally.

Lone Hovgaard Haastrup,
Teacher:
As a host, the aim was
to show a variety of
eco-education places
and to share knowledge
on eco-education. We
specifically wanted to
inspire and teach how
to operationalize ecoeducation.

Søren Vestergaard, Teacher:
Our future generations have to
share good practices and reach
new results with regards to
going green. Learning how our
partners implement eco-education in their school curriculum
has been of great interest and
has caused many good debates
during this module.

reflections – the danish delegation
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Thomas Johansen, Teacher:
The result of this conference has for me personally been that I know
much more about the
concept of eco-education
and how to use it in my
teaching.

Amira Azzam, Teacher:
It was very inspiring to share
knowledge about how to
develop eco-education across
national borders.

Karsten Svensgaard,
Teacher:
It has been an eye-opener
for me to show and share
all the different eco-education places we actually
have in Aarhus.

Morning assembly, Sødalskolen. Focus is on developing a spirit of community.
We are singing songs in Danish and English.
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Sødalskolen aspires to become an eco-certified school.
On the path down that road Sødalskolen has initiated rolling outside meetings for the pupils’ council.
The means of transportation is bicycles and the ambition is to create sustainable results.
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Sødalskolen’s logo tells a story about the school located down the hill and near a lake. It illustrates that
in the school you find pupils happily holding hands. The logo is a tribute to the feeling of belonging to
and being a part of a community. During a green project week in November 2011 pupils together with a
local artist created a new version of our logo. It is located in the school yard. The materials applied were
all recycled items from the school and the sculpture was revealed to all pupils and their families as a
final event after a school party.
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